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Bootstrap for RailsPackt Publishing, 2015

	A quick-start guide to developing beautiful web applications with the Bootstrap toolkit and Rails framework


	About This Book

	
		Enhance your applications with Bootstrap modals and carousels
	
		Explore the usage of advanced Bootstrap components and plugins in Rails through various examples

...
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Ruby Under a Microscope: An Illustrated Guide to Ruby InternalsNo Starch Press, 2013

	
		Ruby is a powerful programming language with a focus on simplicity, but beneath its elegant syntax it performs countless unseen tasks.

		

		Ruby Under a Microscope gives you a hands-on look at Ruby's core, using extensive diagrams and thorough explanations to show you how Ruby is implemented (no C skills...
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DSLs in Boo: Domain Specific Languages in .NETManning Publications, 2010

Even good code can be tough to understand when you simply read it-even if you're a developer and you know what it does! A Domain Specific Language (DSL) helps a developer clearly express the intent of the code, and thus make it easier to work on the core business problem.

Developers who migrate to Ruby from Java love Boo's ability...
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Rails 3 Way, The (2nd Edition) (Addison-Wesley Professional Ruby Series)Addison Wesley, 2010

	The Rails™ 3 Way is a comprehensive resource that digs into the new features in Rails 3 and perhaps more importantly, the rationale behind them.

	—Yehuda Katz, Rails Core

	

	The Bible for Ruby on Rails Application Development 


	 

...
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Rails 5 Test Prescriptions: Build a Healthy CodebasePragmatic Bookshelf, 2018

	
		Does your Rails code suffer from bloat, brittleness, or inaccuracy? Cure these problems with the regular application of test-driven development. You'll use Rails 5.1, Minitest 5, and RSpec 3.6, as well as popular testing libraries such as factory_girl and Cucumber. Updates include Rails 5.1 system tests and Webpack integration....
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Professional Rich Internet Applications: AJAX and Beyond (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Now you can provide users with the same rich experience and functionality on the web that they've become accustomed to on the desktop computer. This book will show you how to take AJAX and Ruby on Rails to the next level by combining numerous cutting-edge technologies in order to develop full-fledged web applications. It explores a number of...
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Aptana Studio Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Aptana Studio 3 is a powerful web development IDE based on the Eclipse platform and provides many innovative technologies and features for developing effective, modern hi-standard web-applications. Aptana has been around since 2008 and it provides language support for HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Ruby, Rails, PHP, Python, and many others by using...
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Thoughtful Machine Learning: A Test-Driven ApproachO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to apply test-driven development (TDD) to machine-learning algorithms—and catch mistakes that could sink your analysis. In this practical guide, author Matthew Kirk takes you through the principles of TDD and machine learning, and shows you how to apply TDD to several machine-learning algorithms, including Naive...
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Learning Heroku PostgresPackt Publishing, 2015

	Efficiently design, implement, and manage a successful PostgreSQL database with Heroku


	About This Book

	
		Manage and optimize your PostgreSQL database with Heroku Postgres
	
		Secure your database with rollback, followers and forks functionalities
	
		A step-by-step tutorial with...
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Best of Ruby Quiz Volume One (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2006
If you stop and think about it, programming knowledge is nearly useless
by itself. What exactly are you going to create with all that expert
programming skill, if it’s all you have? The world needs only so many
text editors.

What makes the craft interesting is how we apply it. Combine programming
prowess with...
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Ruby and MongoDB Web Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	And then there was light – a lightweight database! How often have we all wanted some

	database that was "just a data store"? Sure, you can use it in many complex ways but in

	the end, it's just a plain simple data store. Welcome MongoDB!





	And then there was light – a lightweight language that...
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Exploring Everyday Things with R and Ruby: Learning About Everyday ThingsO'Reilly, 2012

	
		If you’re curious about how things work, this fun and intriguing guide will help you find real answers to everyday problems. By using fundamental math and doing simple programming with the Ruby and R languages, you’ll learn how to model a problem and work toward a solution.

	
		All you need is a basic...
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